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This is a entry focused on the application of spray drying technology for the edible oils encapsulation. This entry covered

most of the relevant works have done recently on the encapsulation of oils by spray drying. The factors affecting the

process of encapsulation and the application in food with the properties of the final product.The application of the spray

drying technique in the food industry for the production of a broad range of ingredients has become highly desirable

compared to other drying techniques. Recently, the spray drying technique has been applied extensively for the

production of functional foods, pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals. Encapsulation using spray drying is highly preferred

due to economic advantages compared to other encapsulation methods. Encapsulation of oils using the spray drying

technique is carried out in order to enhance the handling properties of the products and to improve oxidation stability by

protecting the bioactive compounds. Encapsulation of oils involves several parameters—including inlet and outlet

temperatures, total solids, and the type of wall materials—that significantly affect the quality of final product.
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1. Introduction

Modern consumers are concerned about their health, and this concern leads to a high demand for foods that contain

bioactive or functional ingredients (especially natural ones) that increase the nutritional value and health status of food .

In particular, there is a growing demand for nutritious and healthy oils in the food, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic industries

due to their multi-functional properties. Nevertheless, due to their high level of unsaturation, vegetable and marine oils are

prone to oxidation deterioration in addition to the resulting production of unpleasant taste. Moreover, oils are unstable

under processing and storage conditions due to their sensitivity to light and heat, which limits their application in the food

industry. Hence, it is necessary to protect the oils to improve their stability during handling, processing, and storage .

These fluctuations negatively affect the developed products in terms of their shelf-life, sensory properties, and overall

acceptability . Encapsulation is a promising approach that is widely used to overcome the above-mentioned problems by

protecting the core materials from heat, light and oxygen, thus promoting stability, increasing bioavailability, flavour-

masking, and controlled release, while maintaining the oils’ functional properties and increasing their ease of handling .

Encapsulation can be defined as a process for entrapping one substance (termed the core material or active agent) within

another substance (the coating, shell, or carrier/wall material). Encapsulation using spray drying is a reliable technique in

the food industry that has been successfully used to overcome these challenges . Microencapsulation technology is

becoming a common technology used with oils around the world, such as microencapsulated palm oil, microencapsulated

fish oil, and microencapsulated coconut oil, which are used as food ingredients.

Encapsulation may enhance ease of handling, adequacy of concentration and uniformity of dispersion . Despite the

rapid drying contact time (several seconds) of the core materials in the drying chamber, spray dryers have high drying

temperatures, typically with an input air temperature of 150 to 250 °C, and an outlet air temperature of 50–80 °C . The

resulting particles range from a few nanometers to a few hundred micrometers . The structural type and desired size

generally depend on the preparation method and the wall materials applied . The application of encapsulation in food

production requires the wall materials to be of food grade and have protective properties for the core materials against

external factors. The carrier materials typically used for oil encapsulation include synthetic polymers and natural

biomaterials (commonly carbohydrates and proteins) .

2. Oil Encapsulation Benefits

Encapsulation of oils improves the oxidative stability of their lipids and protects sensitive constituents (core) such as active

compounds, oils, flavour compounds, and vitamins from environmental factors. This facilitates high solubility and easy

mixing of the core material, and manages the release of the core material in order to attain an appropriate delay until the
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appropriate stimulus. Moreover, it reduces the evaporation of volatile compounds in the core material, masking or

covering any unpleasant tastes associated with the core material . The reasons for applying encapsulation for

oils can be summarized as follows:

a) Improvement of the oxidative stability of lipids by applying the encapsulation process to produce powdered edible oil

products, helping to prolong shelf-life by protecting oils from oxidation .

b) Shielding of core materials, which are usually sensitive compounds such as oils, flavours, and vitamins, from oxygen,

light, or water. In general, food oils exhibit significant susceptibility to light, temperature, air, and irradiation .

c) Alteration of the oils from a liquid to a dry form in order to produce powder with high solubility and acceptable mixing

properties of the core materials. Conversion of the fluid feed (flavours and edible oils) into powders in solid form with

desirable handling properties is an important use of encapsulation in the food industry .

d) Managing the release of the core material in order to achieve a suitable delay for the proper stimulus; a vital benefit of

the encapsulation of oils and flavours is control over the release time of the active ingredients until they have arrived at

their target .

e) Preventing evaporation of volatile compounds in the core materials. The dry powder obtained through the

encapsulation process possesses high oxidation stability and reduced volatility. The encapsulation of oils results in a dry

powder with improved oxidation and less volatility, which simplifies its application in various end-products such as cakes

and beverages .

f) Masking or covering the unpleasant tastes of the core material. The incorporation of some edible oils, such as vegetable

oils or marine oils, in food products is in high demand due to the nutritional value of these products . In addition,

encapsulation can also help to overcome the main problems associated with food containing 3 PUFA, the unpalatable

“fishy” flavour of fish oil, and the susceptibility of polyunsaturated fatty acids to oxidation, has all of which have a negative

impact on food acceptability . Encapsulation positively affects the stability and resistance of oils under storage

conditions in comparison to oils without encapsulation .

1. Encapsulation Using the Spray Drying Technique

Encapsulation is a technique whereby small particles or droplets of active substances that have several attractive

characteristics are enclosed within a coating in order to protect them against environmental factors such as oxygen, light,

moisture and interactions with other compounds. Encapsulation is typically used to obtain particles with a diameter of 1–

1000 μm of food ingredients or other materials. In addition, this technique can enable the controlled release of the

encapsulated core when certain conditions are met . Encapsulation using a spray dryer has frequently been used for

food production on an industrial scale since the late 1950s, primarily for fats and oils, and flavourings and colourings ;

see Table 1. Moreover, encapsulation is widely used in the food industry to incorporate oil aromas in a spray-dried form,

because it is inexpensive, flexible, can be used in continuous operation, and produces particles of good quality . The

process can be conducted by changing the slurry emulsion from a liquid form into a powder in a continuously operating

procedure. The basic principle of this method is to dissolve the core/wall materials in water to prepare an emulsion in

liquid form, and then to feed this emulsion into a hot medium (100–300 °C) to evaporate the water. The final dried product

can be collected in powder form, or as agglomerated particles, depending on the nature of the materials used in the feed,

the design of the dryer’s operation, and the operating conditions. The high temperature of the drying chamber facilitates

the water evaporation from the droplets . Despite the energy used in the spray-drying process in terms of heat, spray

drying has been shown to be more efficient than freeze drying for the encapsulation of oils, with a 30–50 times lower cost

. This technique does, however, require high-temperature conditions and access to air. Although the temperature of the

spray dryer is high, the wet-bulb only requires a short duration of exposure (few seconds), and water vaporization will take

place in the range of 30 to 50 °C . A schematic diagram of the encapsulation process using the spray drying technique

is presented in Figure 1. According to Bakry et al. , encapsulation using spray-drying consists of four main stages: (i)

preparation of a stable emulsion; (ii) homogenization of the dispersion; (iii) atomization of the emulsion; and (iv)

dehydration of the atomized particles. Typically, the first stage is carried out by dissolving the wall materials in distilled

water and emulsifying, or dispersing using a magnetic stirrer overnight at 25 °C to ensure full saturation of the polymer

molecules, and to prevent any variations caused by temperature changes. Before starting the second stage, core

materials mixed with an aqueous solution of the wall materials and then the emulsifying agent can be added, depending

on the emulsifying characteristics of the wall materials. The formed emulsion containing the wall materials and the core

substances must be stable until the drying stage .
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3. Unit Operation of Spray Drying

The process of spray drying is illustrated in Figure 1. The steps of the spray drying process involve: a) atomization of fluid

feed; b) drying of the medium; c) drying of the feed and spray contact; and d) separation of the product from air. The

properties of the final product are directly influenced by all of the steps, including their operational parameters. Spray

drying is a very rapid and reproducible drying method, due to the very large surface area created by the atomization of the

liquid feed .

3.1. Feed Atomization

Atomization involves converting the fluid feed (emulsion) into small droplets of uniform size resulting in a balance of heat

and mass transfer in the drying stage, as well as increasing the surface area and allowing a good distribution of the feed

within the dryer chamber. The size enlargement of the particles (surface area) leads to fast water evaporation and

formation of a crust, drying the feed in seconds. Different types of atomizers, including rotary atomizers, pressure nozzles,

pneumatic nozzles and sonic nozzles, exist to accomplish feed liquid collapse . To choose the atomizer type based on

the feed needing to be converted to dried powder and also on the desired particle size of the final product.

3.2. Air Flow Contact

Air flow contact is influenced by the fluid spray and the air contact time, because both factors determine the drying rate

and the intensity of the drying. At this stage, the air flow contact starts from the drying step and continues during

atomization. The atmosphere inside the heating chamber of the spray dryer is controlled by the operating parameters of

the air heating and filtration system. The gas used during the process is usually nitrogen or another gas chosen based on

the sensitivity or instability of the feed in the presence of oxygen . In general, two types of feed-drying air flow

conditions are available:

1. a) The co-current drying design: in this configuration, the atomizer is located in the top of the drying chamber along with

the drying gas stream inlet. The feed is sprayed in the same direction as the hot air, and thus it is preferred for heat

sensitive composites. The inlet temperature is usually 150–220 °C and rapid vaporization takes place; the outlet

temperature is 50–80 °C, which limits the thermal degradation. This design exposes heat-sensitive materials to the

lower exit air temperature only.

2. b) The counter-current drying design: this system is not popular and has limited applications for dry products. The

emulsion and the drying air are introduced at opposite ends of the dryer. Although this configuration is more thermally

efficient than the co-current drying design as it exposes the dried powders to high temperatures, it has limited use for

products that are sensitive to heat. As a result, of the complicated flow, the drying phenomena are not clear in these

systems .

3.3. Drying and Particle Formation

The third step is drying and particle formation by convection. The heat is transferred from the drying medium to the

droplets, where it is converted to latent heat during evaporation of moisture content from the droplets. The temperature

and mass transfer rate are based on the diameter of the droplets and the relative velocity of the air and the droplets.

Quick moisture evaporation immediately happens when the droplets come into contact with the drying air. Initially, the

droplet surface exhibits a continuous mass transfer of moisture from within the droplet. At last, a dried shell is formed and

moisture evaporation continues at a slower rate until the final product is formed .

3.4. Separation of Product from the Drying Air

The last step involves the separation of the product from the drying air. The spray drying begins when the dried particles

fall to the bottom of the drying chamber and are collected through gravitational effects; while fines entrained in the drying

air are parted from the atmosphere and separation occurs after the dried particles recovered in a cyclone filter that is

located outside the dryer with collection bottle . The liquid emulsion consists of the wall and core materials and is

converted through the spray drying process into dried particles in powder form. The dried particles are spherical in shape

with a size range from 10 to 100 micrometres .

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the encapsulation process by spray-drying
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